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INTRODUCTION

Decision trees: popular for

solving classification or

regression problems 

Heuristic methods vs. optimal

decision tree algorithms

Multi-core parallelism: able to

quickly produce optimal

decision trees
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OBJECTIVE

What are the possible trade-

offs that need to be

investigated when parallelizing

parts of an optimal decision

tree algorithm?

Which approach can be used

to split the data and the tasks

in parallel among the different

workers in the decision tree?

How to avoid correctness and

performance issues when

integrating parallelism into a

decision tree algorithm?

Is it possible to exploit multi-core

parallelism to produce optimal

decision trees faster? 
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METHODOLOGY

OpenMP: multi-threaded API

Shared memory space

Data race prevention

Load Balancing
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PRELIMINARY WORK

MurTree

Specialized depth 2 algorithm

General Depth algorithm

Caching of optimal subtrees

Performance metrics

1. Parallel execution time

2. Parallel speedup

 

 

 

3. Program efficiency
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RESULTS

(1) Trained decision tree models

with dataset properties and

their misclassification score for

different tree depths.

(2) Parallel execution time w.r.t.

#processors for different

benchmarks

(3) Parallel speedup w.r.t.

#processors for different

benchmarks

(4) Efficiency w.r.t. #processors

for different benchmarks
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CONCLUSION

Parallel MurTree algorithm:

constructs accurate tree

models on binarised datasets

with incredible runtime

improvements

More CPUs -> better speedup

and worse efficiency 

OpenMP constructs: partition

and schedule chunks of

computations to threads. Also

prevent possible setbacks (data

race, idle threads) 

Explore the work with Open

MPI
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